
Top Tips for Creating Your Story (for over 10s)

1. Use everything around you for inspiration – books, TV, video games, films, paintings, 

and your own family.  Don’t copy another story but find the things in it that you really 

enjoyed.

2. Look at other time periods for inspiration.  You might really like a character from

history or a story set in a different time – ask yourself, “How would their story go if they 

lived in a Victorian town?”

3. STORY is about how a character changes emotionally and PLOT is about all the other 

stuff that happens to them.  

4. Your character has to really want something or to do something  - think about why

they do, what they want, how will they make it happen, will getting this thing change 

them – and for good or bad?

5. Decide on a part of the Victorian period that you are going to write about and do your 

research.  It is a long time between 1837 and 1901 and a lot changed in the period. For 

example, in the 1840s people couldn’t just hop on a train and get around the country like 

they did in the 1890s and by 1900 they had telegraphs, radios and photography.

6. Be surprising!  Have a twist – maybe your character really wants something and once 

they get it find it wasn’t what they really needed.  Or they fail but it turns out ok.

7. You aren’t writing this for school – this is for a real book – so you don’t have to  worry 

about it being marked like an exam.  We are looking for an exciting and interesting story 

that grabs our attention – so focus on telling that story.

8. If you find writing hard try recording yourself telling the story and have someone else 

type it for you and read it back so you can make changes.


